
JAHANGIR KHAN

Jahangir Khan, HI sometimes spelled "Jehangir Khan", is a former World No. 1 professional squash player from
Pakistan, who is the greatest player in the history.

If Norman found his mojo after that parachute crash, Jahangir was driven on by an even more traumatic
experience. Norman had been in pursuit of Jahangir's unbeaten streak, being beaten time and time again. His
career was not just saved, but revitalised by the threat of premature retirement. The pair met in the World
Open final with Jahangir emerging the victor. In , the Pakistan selectors decided not to select Jahangir to play
in the world championships in Australia, judging him too weak from a recent illness. This record doesn't
include exhibition matches and league matches between them. The attritional nature of squash militates
against upsets. However, in the years since Khan retired, Pakistan has slipped down the squash rankings. Of
course, my father was also a great coach. Not that every one was accurate: the News at Ten listed the victor as
Norman Ross. I learnt a lot and I think it made me a strong person. I was doing it for someone I loved. By that
point it had become clear that squash now had two dominant players and the pair would continue to dominate
the sport for the rest of the decade. I was unbeaten for another nine months after that defeat. Jahangir Khan
was born in Karachi, Pakistan on the 10th December and is considered to be the greatest player in the history
of squash. In , Jahangir became the youngest winner of the World Open at the age of 17 when he beat the then
World No. Speaking about his unbeaten streak, Jahangir said: "It wasn't my plan to create such a record. Life
was comfortable. All I did was put in the effort to win every match I played and it went on for weeks, months
and years until my defeat to Ross Norman in Toulouse in  The sport has regressed since its s heyday. How did
Jahangir reign for so long? His older brother Torsam, also a squash pro, collapsed on the court during a
tournament in Australia. Roger Federer Thirty years ago today, Toulouse played host to the most famous
match in squash history. Rivalry with Jansher Khan[ edit ] At the end of another Pakistani squash player,
Jansher Khan , appeared on the international scene to challenge Jahangir's domination. I used to copy the
things he did. In the intervening five-and-a-half years, he is supposed to have taken down opponents, although
the squash records of the time were patchy. Jahangir was physically very weak as a child. But by that point it
had become clear that squash now had two dominant players. Jansher won 19 matches 74 games and 1, points
, and Jahangir 18 matches 79 games and 1, points. With his domination of both the softball and hardball
versions of the game, Jahangir truly cemented his reputation as the world's greatest squash player. Jahangir
Khan was presented with an honorary Doctorate of Philosophy by London Metropolitan University for his
contributions to the sport. He was my ideal man. Khan was initially coached by his father, Roshan, and then
his older brother, who tragically passed away after suffering a fatal heart attack during a match in Australia.
Jahangir was also named Sportsman of the Millennium in Pakistan. Though the doctors had advised him not to
take part in any sort of physical activity, after undergoing a couple of hernia operations his father let him play
and try out their family game. He considered quitting the game, but decided to pursue a career in the sport as a
tribute to his brother. The pair met in the World Open final, with Jahangir emerging the victor. But Jansher
scored his first win over Jahangir in September , beating him in straight games in the semi-finals of the Hong
Kong Open.


